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The HL-LHC technological  challenge

• dose & fluence: 10 x higher
• 750 kHz L1 rate
• 12.5 µs L1 latency

!2

int. lumi 3000-4500 fb-1 

inst. lumi:  5-7.5 x 1034 cm-2s-1

         → <PU> ~ 140-200

~ 10 y 

The present CMS tracker cannot sustain the implied radiation 
levels and data rates and has to be completely replaced
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The CMS Tracker for HL-LHC
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Key features:
• contribute to L1 trigger
• extended tracking coverage 

(up to η=4)
• high granularity and high 

bandwidth
- up to 3.5GHz/cm2 occupancy (first 

layer @ 3cm from beam line)

• Thin n-in-p silicon sensors
• Operation at -20 0C
• reduced material budget for 

improved tracking 
performance in high PU 
scenario 
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4.2. The pixel module 65

Figure 4.2: Perspective view of one quarter of the Inner Tracker, showing the TBPX ladders and
TFPX and TEPX dees inside the supporting structures.

on the outer surface of the structures.1755

Initial studies have been performed to compare the options of square and rectangular pixels. In1756

terms of resolution on the track parameters, the relative differences are typically rather small,1757

with a trade-off between primary vertex discrimination and resolution on the impact parame-1758

ter. At the edges of the barrel layers, and notably for the first layer, square pixels would result1759

in very long clusters, where in each pixel the charge is collected over a path of just above 50 µm,1760

which would set more stringent requirements on the operational threshold of the chip. At the1761

same time, such long clusters would demand a larger bandwidth to read the data out.1762

For the studies presented in this report, rectangular pixels are considered in the whole Inner1763

Tracker. The possibility of additionally improving the tracking performance by using square1764

pixels in some parts of the detector will be explored further. More details on the general concept1765

and the layout of the IT are provided in Section 10.1.1766

4.2 The pixel module1767

The pixel module, comprising a pixel sensor, several PROCs, a flex circuit, and a mechanical1768

support, constitutes the basic unit of the Inner Tracker. Sensors are bump bonded to the readout1769

chips. A thin, high-density flex circuit is glued onto the sensor and wire bonded to the PROCs.1770

It ships the data out, provides clock, trigger and control signals, as well as power distribution1771

for the PROCs, and hosts all other passive and active components. The overall module concept1772

is similar to those of the Phase-0 and Phase-1 pixel detectors.1773

Low mass electrical cables connect the pixel modules to the global readout, control and pow-1774

ering systems. Heat generated on the module is removed via a layer of thermally conductive1775

carbon foam to CO2 cooling pipes, keeping the pixel chips and sensors at an operating temper-1776

TBPX

TFPX

TEPX

The Inner Tracker
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Inner Tracker: 
- 3900 modules, 4.9 m2, 2×109 pixels
- occupancy: < 0.1%
- Hybrid modules with 2 (1x2) or 4 (2x2) 

readout chips
- Coverage up to |η| =  4.0
- Simple mechanics:

- can be removed for maintenance 
during LHC shutdowns

- Barrel: splits in half at z~0 
- Disks: planar geometry (no turbines)

Max Fluence ~ 2.3 x 1016 neq cm-2  
Max TID ~ 1.2 Grad 

TEPXTFPXTBPX

Service Cylinder
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IT: Radiation hard pixel silicon sensors
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Planar thin (100-150 µm thick) n-in-p pixel sensors: 
- up to 0.8-1kV bias @ end of lifetime
- spark protection between r/o chip and sensor 

Extensive R&D still ongoing:
More in Davide Zuolo’s presentation 
later in this session

2019.02.19 G.Sguazzoni The CMS Pixel Detector for the High Luminosity LHC

Silicon Pixels sensors to go >1016neq/cm2

•Thin planar n-in-p sensors: 100-150μm in 
thickness, to have stable charge collection with 
radiation. Need higher bias (up to 0.8-1kV) and 
spark protection between ROC and sensor.  

•3D sensors: potentially more rad-hard, an option 
for inner modules but more complex fabrication and 
larger cell capacitance.  

• Small pitch pixel cells (a factor 6 smaller than 
current pixel phase-1) with two possible aspect 
ratios (the bump bonding pad pattern stays the 
same): 25x100μm2 (baseline); 50x50μm2. Cross 
talk issues are being investigated. 

• Extensive irradiation plus test beams (CERN, Desy, FNAL) campaign on-going to establish 
radiation hardness of the sensor+ROC assembly! 

• Extensive simulation campaign: FEA to optimize thickness choice (affects heat removal 
properties); analytical estimation of resolution (tkLayout tool) and full simulation 
(CMSSW) cell aspect ratio (could depend on the instrumented region)
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3D sensors option for 
innermost layers: 

+ more radiation hard
+ lower bias needed
- larger cell capacitance
- more complex fabrication 

Small pitch pixel cells. 
Two aspect ratios under study 
(same bump bonding pattern):

keep occupancy < 0.1% 
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IT: radiation hard readout chip

• Being developed by the RD53 
Collaboration
- both ATLAS and CMS inner detectors

• 65 nm CMOS technology
• 50x50 µm2 cell size
• low-threshold (≲ 1000 e-)
• high hit and trigger rate:

- 160 Mbps control & up to 4 x 
1.28Gbps output links

• Support for serial powering scheme
• chip size(CMS): 16.8 x 21.6 mm2 

(336 x 432cells).

!6

• RD53A: first prototype (~1/2 size of 
final chip)

• technology and design concepts 
demonstrated, lot of R&D performed:
- Radiation hardness tested above 500 

Mrad

CMS r/o chip prototype submission in 2020
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IT: Link to DAQ and CTRL
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tw Pairs (max 1.2 m),
Flat flex (max 0.5 m)

Building	Blocks

1x2 2x2

Portcard:	
LpGBT,	VTRx+,	DC-DC

E-linksModules:	
ROCs,	HDI,	sensor	

Simple	module:
Pixel	chip	is	the	only	active	component

No	auxiliary	electronics
Passives:	decoupling caps and	connectors
Wire	bonding

E-links:
Readout	the	modules	at	1.28	Gbps
Control	the	modules	at	160	Mbps
Length	of	e-links	varies	(max	1.2	m)
TWP	&	flex	cables	

Portcard:
Hosts	2	LpGBTs &	2	VTRx+
Is	powered	by	a	pair	of	DC-DC	converters
Common	development	for	IT	system
Reads	out	modules	of	the	same	chain

4

“Portcard”: opto-link

1.28 Gbps
(AC coupled)
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2019.02.19 G.Sguazzoni The CMS Pixel Detector for the High Luminosity LHC

IT Modules for serial powering
• Simple design, the pixel ROC is the only active 

electronics; two versions: 1x2 (1156x) and 2x2 (2736x) 
chips versions 

• HDI hosts decoupling capacitors, connectors and 
connect to chips via wire bondings 

• The design is optimized to be adapted to mechanical 
and cooling constraints

 14

~44mm

~18mm ~36mm

~44mm

1x2 2x2

Power input pigtailPower output 
connector I/O connector

~ 44 mm

~ 18 mm

• ~ 750 opto-boards (“portcards”) integrated in 
the Service Cylinder  implement advanced 
optical links communicating with the DAQ and 
Control backend systems

• AC-coupled e-links ensure the 
communication between the r/o chip and the 
portcards:
- Up to 6 up-links @1.28 Gb/s per module
- One down-link @160 Mb/s per module 

• A High Density Interconnect flex-circuit 
provides decoupling capacitors and 
connectors to data e-links and power

• The r/o chip is the only active component in IT 
modules

Backend 
electronics

(DTC)
DAQ and CTRL 
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Tilted TBPS

The Outer Tracker
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- 13200 “Pt modules” (providing L1 
primitives):
- Strip-Strip (2S)
- macroPixel-Strip (PS)

- L1 Coverage up to |η| ~  2.5
- 192 m2, 42M strips, 170M macro-pixels
- occupancy < 1%
- Innovative tilted geometry in the inner barrel 

- reduces #PS modules → (mass and cost)
- better trigger performance

2S

PS

Max Fluence ~ 1 x 1015 neq cm-2  
Max TID ~ 50 Mrad 
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Tracking @ L1 trigger
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Pt resolution, e-γ discrimination, isolation → better trig selectivity needed to exploit high 
luminosity:

- An FPGA-based “track-finder” system performs pattern recognition + track fitting
- The track finder processes “stubs” relative to tracks with Pt > 2GeV sent by the 

Outer Tracker
More about the HL-LHC CMS L1 
trigger in the talk by Cecile Sarah 
Caillol tomorrow morning
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Tracking @ L1 trigger
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17.02.2016 G.Sguazzoni

PT-module concept
• Only high-PT tracks data are sent out @40MHz to save bandwidth and 

ease a fast track reconstruction
• PT discrimination based on local spatial hit correlation on two 

appropriately spaced sensors

‣profits from the high CMS B-field
‣ relies on hybrid flex technology
‣only high-PT pairs (stubs) are 

selected (threshold ~2GeV)
‣ threshold fixed by the sensor 
spacing (that depends on the 
distance with respect to the beam 
line) and by a configurable discrete 
hit matching window

6
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!! Tracker"design"

EE!

! Requires"low,power"GBT"with"high"bandwidth"to"overcome"performance"limitaTons"in"
trigger"and"data"transfer"for"inner"layers""

! BE"electronics:"AssociaTve"Memories"+"FPGA"or"FPGAs"only"with"two"schemes"for"
algorithms"&"cabling","requires"high"processing"power"&"bandwidth,"short"latency"for"
trigger"object"formaTon","demonstrators"are"becoming"available"

OT"modules"with"2"sensors"spaced"by"few"mm"and"readout"by"the"same"ASIC"Chip""
measure"bending"of"parTcles"in"high"B,field"and"transfer"hits"for"tracks"with"Pt"�"2"GeV"at"40"
MHz,"track"reconstrucTon"in"Back,End"electronics"for"L1,Trigger"

(K."Hahn’s"presentaTon)"

distance depends 
on layer radius:

→ keep selectivity 
pt >2GeV/c

Pt resolution, e-γ discrimination, isolation → better trig selectivity needed to exploit high 
luminosity:

- An FPGA-based “track-finder” system performs pattern recognition + track fitting
- The track finder processes “stubs” relative to tracks with Pt > 2GeV sent by the 

Outer Tracker
More about the HL-LHC CMS L1 
trigger in the talk by Cecile Sarah 
Caillol tomorrow morning

Pt discriminating module concept:
- two silicon sensors with small spacing in a module
- one ASIC correlates data from both sensors selecting tracker “stubs”
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Tracking @ L1 trigger
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CMS Tracker Layout
Mersi – ACES 2016

CMS

Providing tracks for trigger

Tracker Back-endOuter Tracker Front-end

?

Readout
Track
Find

CMS
Level-1

@ 40 MHz – Bunch crossing
@ 750 kHz – CMS Level-1 trigger

CMS
DAQ

Stubs only

Full data

Level-1 accept

Level-1 “stubs” are processed in the back-end

Form Level-1 tracks, pT above ~ 2 GeV, 
contributing to CMS Level-1 trigger

“stubs” are sent to the track 
finder backend, and used to 
create L1 track primitives with 
pt>2GeV/c @ 40MHz
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2S

PS

Two basic types of OT Modules

!10

Strip-Strip (2S) modules:

Challenging Design Constraints

10/OCT/2018 G. Blanchot 3

PS Hybrid

2S Hybrid

� High density interconnect: 42.5 µm tracks width and spacing.

� Laser copper filled microvias on all layers: 25 µm laser drills, 120 µm capture pads.

� Tight fold.

� High pin-count 250 µm pitch flip chips: CBC3, SSA, CIC.

� High speed 90 Ω differential pairs in 150 µm thin flex.

� All these constraints are on technological edge for flexible circuit manufacturers.

lpGBT = low-power Gigabit Transceiver 
VTRx+ = Versatile Link Plus Transceiver 

CBC = CMS Binary Chip
→ readout and L1 stub finding

CIC = Concentrator Integrated Circuit
Receives L1 information and readout data
“Data hub” to service hybrid

front-end hybrids:
8 CBC readout ASICs
1 Concentrator (CIC) ASIC  

Front-End Hybrids topologies

10/OCT/2018 G. Blanchot 2

Cooling Set Point: -30 ºC

2S Modules

� 2 Strip Sensors: 2 × 1016 strips 5cm × 90 µm per side

� 90 cm2 active area

� For R > 60 cm

� Spacing 1.8 mm and 4.0 mm

� Two front-end hybrids and one service hybrid

(opto + power).

PS Modules

� Pixel + Strip Sensors

� 2 × 960 Strips 2.5 cm × 100 µm

� 32 ×960 macro-pixels 1.5 mm × 100 µm

� 45 cm2 active area

� For R > 20 cm

� Spacing 1.6 mm, 2.6 mm and 4.0 mm

90 cm2 active area
2 × 1016 strips 5cm × 90 μm 

1.8 or 4.0 
mm spacing

service hybrid  
(Power distribution, 
lpGBT, VTRX+)

(coarse z-coordinate)
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Two basic types of OT Modules
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Two basic types of OT Modules
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Challenging Design Constraints

10/OCT/2018 G. Blanchot 3

PS Hybrid

2S Hybrid

� High density interconnect: 42.5 µm tracks width and spacing.

� Laser copper filled microvias on all layers: 25 µm laser drills, 120 µm capture pads.

� Tight fold.

� High pin-count 250 µm pitch flip chips: CBC3, SSA, CIC.

� High speed 90 Ω differential pairs in 150 µm thin flex.

� All these constraints are on technological edge for flexible circuit manufacturers.

Front-End Hybrids topologies
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Cooling Set Point: -30 ºC

2S Modules

� 2 Strip Sensors: 2 × 1016 strips 5cm × 90 µm per side

� 90 cm2 active area

� For R > 60 cm

� Spacing 1.8 mm and 4.0 mm

� Two front-end hybrids and one service hybrid

(opto + power).

PS Modules

� Pixel + Strip Sensors

� 2 × 960 Strips 2.5 cm × 100 µm

� 32 ×960 macro-pixels 1.5 mm × 100 µm

� 45 cm2 active area

� For R > 20 cm

� Spacing 1.6 mm, 2.6 mm and 4.0 mm

Macro Pixel-Strip (PS) modules:

45 cm2 active area:
• 2 × 960 Strips 2.5 cm × 100 μm
• 32 ×960 macro-pixels 1.5 mm × 100 μm 

power hybrid (POH)
DC/DC converters

readout hybrid (ROH)
lpGBT + opto module

front-end hybrids:
8 SSA readout ASICs 
1 Concentrator (CIC) ASIC 

1.6, 2.6 or 
4.0 mm 
spacing

SSA = Short Strip ASIC → readout of short strip sensors
MPA = Macro Pixel ASIC → readout of Macro Pixel sensors

�7
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2S

PS
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• Large area + high granularity → large number of channels
• thin sensors → low signal → low threshold and low noise analogue circuits
• high data bandwidth + long (12.5 µs) L1 latency → high digital activity

!12
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High Power Budget

• Large area + high granularity → large number of channels
• thin sensors → low signal → low threshold and low noise analogue circuits
• high data bandwidth + long (12.5 µs) L1 latency → high digital activity

!12

more then 3 times the phase1 tracker
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Different power distribution strategies:
- OT: 6-11 V parallel powering with on-module conversion (rad-hard 

DC/DC converters)
- IT: serial powering (up to 12 modules per chain)

more then 3 times the phase1 tracker
- ~ same available total cable cross section
- keeping low material budget
- delivered at ~ 1÷1.2 V

IT ~ 50 kW
OT ~100 kW

+
Powerful cooling system:
- (4+1) x 50kW cooling plants
- based on two-phase CO2 cooling system (-30 0C set point)
- small pipes → low material budget
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• Each module receives one LV and one HV line
• LV is converted on-module by DC/DC 

converters (bPOL12V, bPOL2V5)
• 13200 modules operated independently
• Power chain defined:

• high-granularity power system
• 12-channel modularity
• low material budget in tracking region
• low total resistivity essential
• thorough study of mechanics and 

integration details.

Outer Tracker Power Distribution

!13
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Power Distribution
• Each module receives individually one LV and one HV line from the backend power supply system

- no line multiplexing inside the detector
- each module can be operated independently 

• LV is converted by DC/DC converters on the module
• Hybrids distribute voltages to sensors and FE electronics
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1x VTRx+bPOL12V

bPOL2V5

2.55 V

1.25 V

6-11 V
~ 5.4 WFront-End Hybrids topologies
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Cooling Set Point: -30 ºC

2S Modules

� 2 Strip Sensors: 2 × 1016 strips 5cm × 90 µm per side

� 90 cm2 active area

� For R > 60 cm

� Spacing 1.8 mm and 4.0 mm

� Two front-end hybrids and one service hybrid

(opto + power).

PS Modules

� Pixel + Strip Sensors

� 2 × 960 Strips 2.5 cm × 100 µm

� 32 ×960 macro-pixels 1.5 mm × 100 µm

� 45 cm2 active area

� For R > 20 cm

� Spacing 1.6 mm, 2.6 mm and 4.0 mm

2S
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PS
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2) ensures total current flow irrespective of individual chip power consumption (shunt)

Up to 12 modules connected in one serial chain

IT: Serial Powering
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Up to 12 modules are connected in a serial chain
Current is shared in parallel b/w r/o chips inside the same module
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Up to 12 modules connected in one serial chain

Serial powering is supported by the r/o chip 
via the shunt-LDO IP block, providing:
➡ shunt functionality: needed to implement the serial scheme
➡ LDO regulation: ensure correct voltage (~1.2V) to the 

electronics
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• Nominal	chip	consumption	of	CMS	final	chip	(based	on	RD53A	doc.	v3.12):
TOTALS Typical Max

TOTAL ANALOG 0.61	A 1.21	A

TOTAL	DIGITAL 0.75	A 1.11	A

TOTAL	400x384 chip 1.35	A 2.32 A

+25%	SHUNT-LDO	Headroom 1.69	A 2.90	A

Shunt
(25%)
1.2V

0.18A/0.27A
0.22W/0.35W

Array	+	
Periphery

1.2V
0.75A/1.11A
0.90W/1.33W

LDO
0.2V

0.93A/1.38A
0.19W/0.28W

Shunt
(25%)
1.2V

0.15A/0.31A
0.18W/0.36W

Array	+	
Periphery

1.2V
0.61A/1.21A
0.73W/1.46W

LDO
0.2V

0.76A/1.52A
0.15W/0.30W

Digital Analog

1.69A	/
2.90A

1.69A	/
2.90A

1.4V
1.2V 1.2V

1.4V

Inner	Tracker	Upgrade	Power	WG	during	TK	Upgrade	Week		
CERN	– May	2018

Serial	Powering	with	RD53	chip

• For	the	system	design	we	assume	a	
current	consumption	of	2.0A	per	chip

• For	multiple	chips	per	module	the	
current	needed	in	a	chain	of	N-chip	
modules	is	N*2.0A.	

• The	Vdrop along	the	chain	per	module	is	
1.4V	(nominal)	
• For	a	chain	of	10	modules	=>	14V

• No	additional	Vdrop has	been	assumed	
for	parasitics,	bump	bonds	etc for	the	
moment.

(based	on	RD53A	doc.	v3.12	)

Typical:
Max:

LDO

SHUNT Array+
Periphery

LDO

SHUNT Array+
Periphery

Digital Analog

1.5 / 1.9 A

1.5 / 1.9 A

1.5 V
1.2 V 1.2 V

• the Shunt-LDO configuration defines ∆V=f(I)
• aiming at ∆V~1.5 V (1.2V + 0.3V for LDO)
• the chain has to provide enough power for 

transients: considered ~ 25% current 
headroom w.r.t. “typical” conditions

IT: Serial Powering

n x ∆V

∆V

n

Current is shared in parallel b/w r/o 
chips inside the same module
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Up to 12 modules are connected in a serial chain
Current is shared in parallel b/w r/o chips inside the same module
Need a functional circuit that:
1) ensures correct voltage to the electronics (LDO)
2) ensures total current flow irrespective of individual chip power consumption (shunt)A D DA D A D A
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A D DA D A D A

module
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module

~ 500 serial chains power the full IT
4 A chains (2-chip modules)   
8 A chains (4-chip modules)

Active R&D ongoing in ATLAS, CMS and 
RD53 with tests and simulations:
- Serial chain failure modes
- current sharing
- turn on procedure
- HV distribution in parallel to modules 

within the same serial chain
- Additional chip protection features under 

study

IT: Serial Powering
Up to 12 modules connected in one serial chain
Current is shared in parallel b/w r/o 
chips inside the same module
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IT: Serial Powering

2019.02.19 G.Sguazzoni The CMS Pixel Detector for the High Luminosity LHC

System aspects of serial powering

• First failure mitigation: the IT can be accessed and 
any part replaced by design 
‣optimization of power grouping layout 

• No other failure modes identified so far (shunt 
failure, regulator failure…) 

• CMS confident that there is no need of any ancillary 
safety circuitry 

• Extensive system test 
‣evaluate weaknesses fo the serial powering approach 
‣optimize HV distribution scheme  

• Improved SLDO versions coming with 
undercurrent and overvoltage 
protections 

• SLDO power transistors are distributed 
in the chip periphery of the chip to avoid 
dangerous hotspots; in the mechanics 
design cooling pipes runs close-by

 13

thermal 
model

chip periphery

cooling pipe 
channel

Serial chains with up to 16 RD53A chips 
were successfully operated in labSerial Powering concept established

Up to 12 modules connected in one serial chain
Current is shared in parallel b/w r/o 
chips inside the same module
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Summary
• The upgraded CMS tracker is going to be a radiation-

hard highly segmented detector designed to operate 
in the harsh HL-LHC environment and to provide:
- excellent tracking performance
- extended η coverage and luminosity measurement
- L1 trigger primitives @ 40MHz

• The performance is resting on top of innovative 
modular, lightweight design choices and new 
technologies:
- new rad-hard ASICs and optical links
- rad-hard thin silicon sensors
- innovative powering schemes
- CO2 cooling

• Mechanical layout and integration studies are 
advanced

• Final ASICs prototype submissions expected by 2020
• First module prototypes in 2020
• Way paved towards the new tracker operating inside 

CMS in 2026

!16

||

� Improved pT and impact parameter resolution wrt. Phase 1 tracker
� Extended from η = 2.5 to η = 4

10/12/2018Malte Backhaus   |   PIXEL2018 23

Expected performance

||
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The Inner Tracker

!18

TEPX is a large and powerful luminometer:
- it receives 75 kHz extra lumi triggers 

(up to 10MHz full bandwidth when no 
data taking)

- lumi is measured via cluster counting, 
multihit stub counting, track counting, … 

First ring of the last disk is fully dedicated 
to background monitoring, with separate 
readout and control

TEPXTFPXTBPX

2019.02.19 G.Sguazzoni The CMS Pixel Detector for the High Luminosity LHC

TEPX as main luminometer in Phase2
•TEPX operated during VDM scans and in all conditions where beams are safe (ADJUST, 

STABLE BEAMS); no data taking: all bandwidth available for lumi triggers (up to 
~10MHz); during data taking: special triggers (+10%, 75kHz) added to physics. 

•TEPX D4R1, the first ring of the last TEPX disk (outside Tracking acceptance) is fully 
dedicated to BRIL (Beam Radiation Instrumentation and Luminosity) 
functionalities: beam background, luminosity during Machine Development and Unsafe 
Beam Conditions. Hermetic coverage not required, failures tolerable. 

• Several methods under study for the luminosity measurement: 
‣cluster counting (high statistics, large fake rate) 
‣multi-hit stub counting using overlaps (still fairly large statistics, reduced fake rate) 
‣ track counting (needs back-end processing)
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2019.02.19 G.Sguazzoni The CMS Pixel Detector for the High Luminosity LHC  25

The CMS detector upgrades
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Expected performance

� Comparable mass to CMS Phase 1 Inner Tracker
� Slightly higher radiation lengths in barrel: 0.15 X/X0

� Comparable in forward pixel (increase of number of layers)
� Expanded to η = 4 due to extended pixel
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The Tracker Upgrade trigger and readout 
257

CMS central DAQ

Inner Tracker back-end
Inner Tracker front-end

Outer Tracker back-endOuter Tracker front-end

Readout
Track

�nding
CMS

Level- 1 trigger

40 MHz – Real time

CMS
c-DAQ

Stubs only
(high pT hits)

Full data

Level-1 accept
12.5 µs latency

Readout
split by
event

Full data

+ lumi
triggers

Histograms

~75 kHz – Lumi-speci�c trigger

Trigger
book-keeping

Level-1 accept

ID by event #

Other sub-detectors

Lumi-tracks

Stub �nd
logic

750 kHz – CMS Level-1 trigger

Figure 10.27: Diagram showing a potential distribution of dedicated luminosity triggers to the
TEPX front-end and the data flow for luminosity measurements.

systematic error.

Three online luminosity measurement systems have so far been used [147] for CMS: the fast
beam conditions monitor (BCM1F) [148] and the pixel luminosity telescope (PLT) [149], both in-
stalled inside the pixel detector volume, and the forward hadron calorimeter (HF-lumi). These
systems are under the design, maintenance, and operational responsibility of the BRIL (Beam
Radiation Instrumentation and Luminosity) project. All these detectors performed bunch by
bunch measurements, with less than 1% per bunch statistical error per second, using the dead-
time-free BRILDAQ readout architecture [150] that is independent of the CMS central DAQ.
Owing to its stability and relatively good linearity with pileup, the pixel cluster counting tech-
nique was used by CMS for an offline luminosity measurement during Run 1, and will be used
also during Run 2 [151, 152].

With the extension of the Inner Tracker to higher pseudorapidities the fiducial region at z =
1.7–1.8 m that is presently used by the BCM1F and PLT will not be available anymore. The
BRIL project plans to incorporate the functionality of one of the online luminosity measure-
ments into the TEPX part of the Inner Tracker. This sub-detector provides about 2 m2 of silicon
sensors that can be exploited for the luminosity measurements. A dedicated luminosity trigger
will be developed to perform pixel cluster counting and tracking online. This is illustrated in
Fig. 10.27. It is expected that the luminosity data can be processed with the standard Inner
Tracker DAQ board, i.e. the DTC. Using these dedicated luminosity triggers, the online lumi-
nosity will be measured using one or several of the following three methods: measurement of
the rate of pixel clusters in all modules of TEPX (Section 10.3.1.1); measurement of stub rates in
geometrically overlapping modules (Section 10.3.1.2); and counting of tracks (Section 10.3.1.3).
During regular data taking at nominal pileup, the pixel luminosity triggers will be restricted
to be less than 10% of the nominal level-1 trigger rate (750 KHz) in order to remain within the
bandwidth of the optical links. During dedicated luminosity measurements, such as the Van
der Meer scan, or in periods when CMS is not taking data, the bandwidth of the luminosity
triggers can be increased for additional statistics.
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• The OT total power demand is in excess 
of 100 kW

• Each OT the 13200 modules can be 
operated independently

• The power chain has been defined → ~3 
times the power inside CMS while 
keeping low material budget and infra 
constraints
• Thorough study of mechanics and 

integration details.

detector volume

66

OT Mechanical Structures Integration, Cooling  and Services IT Mechanical Structures
A. Onnela N. Bacchetta, J. Daguin, A. Onnela J. Alexander, A. Jung
OT Modules Data Acquisition IT Modules
U. Heintz, A. Mussgiller S. Mersi, S. Seif El Nasr Storey M. Backhaus
OT ASICs Data Processing Systems IT ASIC 
D. Ceresa, K. Kloukinas K. Hahn, M. Pesaresi F. Loddo
OT Hybrids Power Systems, DCS, DSS IT System Development and  Tests
G. Blanchot, K. Klein S. Paoletti, P.G. Verdini S. Orfanelli
OT System Tests Data Base IT Sensors
A. Dierlamm, Y. Gershtein A. Di Mattia, V. Rapsevicious G. Steinbrueck, G. Gomez
OT Sensors & MaPSA Detector Modelling and Simulations
A. Dierlamm, M. Dragicevic E. Migliore, P. Wittich

Electronics Common Projects 
DC-DC, lpGBT, VL+, fiberoptics

Outer Tracker Projects Common Projects Inner Tracker Projects

Power Systems, DCS, DSS
Status and Outlook

Ø Outer Tracker powering
v Full chain defined

q Based on latest latest estimates of module power
q Compatible with cross-section of service channels
q Safe assumption on Voltage at Power Supply (10-11V)

v Market Survey for Power Supplies ongoing (MS-4492, CERN-wide)
v Next steps:

q September 2019: Price Enquiry for PS evaluation samples (OT.PWR.11)
q Tender by June 2021 (OT.PWR.13)
q Pre-production (20% units) by Aug 2022 (OT.PWR.4)

Ø Inner Tracker powering
v Currently working together with Electronics System WG to develop specs
v Schedule similar to OT power, with one year lag

low-mass CCA 
wires

Multiservice 
Cu cables

low-impedance cables
(enamelled Cu 
conductors)

tracking volume
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Power Systems, DCS, DSS
Status and Outlook

Ø Outer Tracker powering
v Full chain defined

q Based on latest latest estimates of module power
q Compatible with cross-section of service channels
q Safe assumption on Voltage at Power Supply (10-11V)

v Market Survey for Power Supplies ongoing (MS-4492, CERN-wide)
v Next steps:

q September 2019: Price Enquiry for PS evaluation samples (OT.PWR.11)
q Tender by June 2021 (OT.PWR.13)
q Pre-production (20% units) by Aug 2022 (OT.PWR.4)

Ø Inner Tracker powering
v Currently working together with Electronics System WG to develop specs
v Schedule similar to OT power, with one year lag
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Power Distribution
• Each module receives individually one LV and one HV line from the backend power supply system

- no line multiplexing inside the detector
- each module can be operated independently 

• LV is converted by DC/DC converters on the module
• Hybrids distribute voltages to sensors and FE electronics
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16x MPA
16x SSA
 1x LpGBT
 1x VTRx+

16x MPA
16x SSA
 2x CIC

1x VTRx+bPOL12V

bPOL2V5

bPOL2V5

2.55 V

1.25 V

1.0 V

6-11 V
~ 8.7 W

16x CBC
 2x CIC
 1x LpGBT
 1x VTRx+

1x VTRx+bPOL12V

bPOL2V5

2.55 V

1.25 V

6-11 V
~ 5.4 WFront-End Hybrids topologies
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Cooling Set Point: -30 ºC

2S Modules

� 2 Strip Sensors: 2 × 1016 strips 5cm × 90 µm per side

� 90 cm2 active area

� For R > 60 cm

� Spacing 1.8 mm and 4.0 mm

� Two front-end hybrids and one service hybrid

(opto + power).

PS Modules

� Pixel + Strip Sensors

� 2 × 960 Strips 2.5 cm × 100 µm

� 32 ×960 macro-pixels 1.5 mm × 100 µm

� 45 cm2 active area

� For R > 20 cm

� Spacing 1.6 mm, 2.6 mm and 4.0 mm

2S

Front-End Hybrids topologies
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� For R > 60 cm

� Spacing 1.8 mm and 4.0 mm

� Two front-end hybrids and one service hybrid

(opto + power).

PS Modules

� Pixel + Strip Sensors

� 2 × 960 Strips 2.5 cm × 100 µm

� 32 ×960 macro-pixels 1.5 mm × 100 µm

� 45 cm2 active area

� For R > 20 cm

� Spacing 1.6 mm, 2.6 mm and 4.0 mm

PS
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Serial	Powering	Concept

3

• Serial	powering	set-up:		A	constant	current	power	
supply	generates	a	current	I:	This	current	is	fed	in	a	
chain	of	modules.		Each	chip	is	equipped	with	
regulators	to	generate	the	supply	voltages.

• Nominal	operation	average	IC	current:	
2	x	0.8A	(analog and	digital)	@	1.2v/1.2v

Nominal	shunt	current:	~25%
• Total	current	~2	x	1A
• Note:	This	is	what	allows	serial	power	to	run	

with	constant	currents	despite	load	variation

• Each	RD53A	chip	has	2	shuntLDO (one	for	analog,	one	
for	digital).	The	shuntLDO is	an	IP	block	of	the	RD53A	
chip	itself.	Each	shuntLDO is	design	for	2A	to	allow	
safe	operation	also	during	failures.

1.4	– 1.6V

LDO
1.2V	
analog

Pixel	chip

Shunt LDO
~1.2V	
Digital

Shunt
Readout

Hits

RD53A	Shunt-LDO

06.09.17 CERN – Serial	Powering	Testing	for	Inner	Tracker	Phase	2	Upgrade 4

Excessive	current	
will	make	system	
fall	out	of	
regulation

Current	
variations	
“absorbed”	by	
shunt	regulator

Short	current	
peaks	filtered	by	
local	decoupling

Current	
margin

Average	
operation	
current

Across-module	serial	powering:
•Pixel	detector	modules	serially	powered.
•Up	to	four	chips	per	module	powered	in	parallel.
•Modules/	sensors	grounds	differ	inside	a	chain.

•A	power	supply	current	(Iin)	“re-used”	among	
multiple	loads	connected	in	series.		
•Enough	current	injected	in	the	power	loop	to	
satisfy	the	highest	possible	load	current.	
•Total	current	constant- independent	of	the	actual	
current	consumed	in	the	load.	

8A	(4A),	 max	14V
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• Nominal	chip	consumption	of	CMS	final	chip	(based	on	RD53A	doc.	v3.12):
TOTALS Typical Max

TOTAL ANALOG 0.61	A 1.21	A

TOTAL	DIGITAL 0.75	A 1.11	A

TOTAL	400x384 chip 1.35	A 2.32 A

+25%	SHUNT-LDO	Headroom 1.69	A 2.90	A

Shunt
(25%)
1.2V

0.18A/0.27A
0.22W/0.35W

Array	+	
Periphery

1.2V
0.75A/1.11A
0.90W/1.33W

LDO
0.2V

0.93A/1.38A
0.19W/0.28W

Shunt
(25%)
1.2V

0.15A/0.31A
0.18W/0.36W

Array	+	
Periphery

1.2V
0.61A/1.21A
0.73W/1.46W

LDO
0.2V

0.76A/1.52A
0.15W/0.30W

Digital Analog

1.69A	/
2.90A

1.69A	/
2.90A

1.4V
1.2V 1.2V

1.4V

Inner	Tracker	Upgrade	Power	WG	during	TK	Upgrade	Week		
CERN	– May	2018

Serial	Powering	with	RD53	chip

• For	the	system	design	we	assume	a	
current	consumption	of	2.0A	per	chip

• For	multiple	chips	per	module	the	
current	needed	in	a	chain	of	N-chip	
modules	is	N*2.0A.	

• The	Vdrop along	the	chain	per	module	is	
1.4V	(nominal)	
• For	a	chain	of	10	modules	=>	14V

• No	additional	Vdrop has	been	assumed	
for	parasitics,	bump	bonds	etc for	the	
moment.

(based	on	RD53A	doc.	v3.12	)

Typical:
Max:

LDO

SHUNT Array+
Periphery

LDO

SHUNT Array+
Periphery

Digital Analog

1.5 / 1.9 A

1.5 / 1.9 A

1.5 V
1.2 V 1.2 V

Serial	Powering	across	modules
Serial	powering	is	the	only	viable	solution	for	
the	IT	system		~50	kW	on-detector	power

Up	to	12	pixel	modules	serially	powered
~500	Serial	power	chains	for	IT	system

Two	on-chip	Shunt-LDO	regulators	for analog	and	
digital	supply	voltages.

Shunt LDO
analog

Shunt LDO
digital Sensor

HVModule
4 or 2 chips per module

Pixel chip

Voffset

Vin,	RD53A

Iin,	RD53A
4.0A1.0A

2.0V

1.4V Vanalog
Vdigital

1.2V

5

Serial Power chains are current driven:
• the Shunt-LDO configuration defines ∆V=f(I)
• aiming at ∆V~1.5 V (1.2V + 0.3V for LDO)
• the chain has to provide enough power for 

transients: considering ~ 25% current headroom 
w.r.t. “typical” conditions
→ serial powering is intrinsically not efficient
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Two basic types of OT Modules
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Challenging Design Constraints

10/OCT/2018 G. Blanchot 3

PS Hybrid

2S Hybrid

� High density interconnect: 42.5 µm tracks width and spacing.

� Laser copper filled microvias on all layers: 25 µm laser drills, 120 µm capture pads.

� Tight fold.

� High pin-count 250 µm pitch flip chips: CBC3, SSA, CIC.

� High speed 90 Ω differential pairs in 150 µm thin flex.

� All these constraints are on technological edge for flexible circuit manufacturers.

Front-End Hybrids topologies

10/OCT/2018 G. Blanchot 2

Cooling Set Point: -30 ºC

2S Modules

� 2 Strip Sensors: 2 × 1016 strips 5cm × 90 µm per side

� 90 cm2 active area

� For R > 60 cm

� Spacing 1.8 mm and 4.0 mm

� Two front-end hybrids and one service hybrid

(opto + power).

PS Modules

� Pixel + Strip Sensors

� 2 × 960 Strips 2.5 cm × 100 µm

� 32 ×960 macro-pixels 1.5 mm × 100 µm

� 45 cm2 active area

� For R > 20 cm

� Spacing 1.6 mm, 2.6 mm and 4.0 mm

Macro Pixel-Strip (PS) modules:

45 cm2 active area:
• 2 × 960 Strips 2.5 cm × 100 μm
• 32 ×960 macro-pixels 1.5 mm × 100 μm 

power hybrid (POH)
DC/DC converters

readout hybrid (ROH)
lpGBT + opto module

front-end hybrids:
8 SSA readout ASICs 
1 Concentrator (CIC) ASIC 

1.6, 2.6 or 
4.0 mm 
spacing

SSA = Short Strip ASIC → readout of short strip sensors
MPA = Macro Pixel ASIC → readout of Macro Pixel sensors

� Reminder: PS-FEH only functions if connected to MAPSA.

� Without MAPSA: connect to emulator with POGO socket.

� Qualified on PS-MCK, now being defined with mechanical 

engineers for full size PS-FEH prototype.

� After validation of CIC1 on 8CBC3, tune CIC2 for PS compatibility.

� High voltage biasing and LV filtering is defined.

� Hybrid geometries are being defined now.

� SSA available now, CIC1 available Q1 2019, unavoidable delay for 

first full size PS proto order.

� Must also conclude Stiffener Test Plan.

PS-FEH Full Size Prototype

10/OCT/2018 G. Blanchot 13

CIC I/O

POGO Socket

Strips Sensor

Pixels Sensor

8×SSA

8×MPA

CIC Service 
Hybrid

PS Hybrid

MAPSA

data path:
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2S

PS
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Tracking at L1 trigger level (5 µs latency)
Pattern recognition:
• Tracklet approach:

• stubs in adjacent layers → “Tracklets” 
• Hough Transformation approach:

• Select track candidate through Hough Transform

track fitting: 
§ Minimize chi2 (Kalman Filter)  
§ Remove duplicate  

Institute of Experimental Particle Physics (ETP)

 

Dr. Erik Butz2/13/1923

L1 track finding

Track finding in back-end will be based on FPGAs

L1 tracks will need to be found in ~5 ms 

Two stages: 

Pattern recognition

Track fitting

Approaches for pattern recognition:

Form tracklets from stubs in adjacent layers

Find track candidates through 
Hough-transfrom approach

Approaches for track fitting

Kalman filter

c2 minimization 

Last step: duplicate removal

09/04/2019 Il nuovo Tracciatore di CMS per la fase di alta luminosità di LHC

16PRESTAZIONI ATTESE

La ricostruzione delle traiettorie nel back-end sarà basata su FPGA
È necessario che le traiettorie siano trovate in 5 ms circa.

Due livelli:
- Riconoscimento del modello
- raccordo della traccia

Sono stati allestiti sistemi hardware per entrambi gli approcci:

Eventi simulati come input

Entrambi gli approcci producono risultati compatibili

I vincoli temporali sono in accordo

Tempo per produrre una traccia: minore di 5 µs
Latenza del trigger in fase 2: 12.5 µs
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IT mechanical structures
Status TFPX/TEPX

v Double-disk structures – modules mounted on four surfaces

v Construction of prototypes to start before the end of 2019
59
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TFPX half disk with portcards arrangement

TEPX
half disk

Timon Heim �15 ACES 2018

CMS lpGBT Location
lpGBT:

• 100MRad radiation tolerance

• max. 1m electrical data 

transmission via twister pair

• lpGBT to be integrated as part of 

the end-cap

• Placement under optimisation to 

reduce cable length

• Significant part of material budget

• Powered via local DCDC regulator
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